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Kitty’scape Play Structure 
Care & Use Guide 

 
 
Thank you for purchasing the Kitty’scape Modular Cat Play Structure.  This guide covers all Kitty’scape Starter Kits. 
  
First, verify the contents of the kit (some parts are illustrated below): 
 
Basic Kit includes: one plywood Base platform; one plywood Oval platform; one plastic Penthouse Perch; 
one Plush Cover for Penthouse Perch; four Long (14.5-inch) columns; one Long column with Seagrass 
scratching surface; two Short (7-inch) columns; five Top caps; five Bottom caps; two Spacers; one Wrench; 
one Teaser Toy with wand; and one Toy Mount for Teaser Toy. 
 
Intermediate Kit includes: all the Basic Kit components, plus: one plywood Half-oval platform; one 
additional Long column; one additional Long column with Seagrass; two additional Short columns; and two 
additional Spacers. 
 
Deluxe Kit includes: all the above components, plus: one additional Oval platform; two additional Long 
columns; one additional Long column with Seagrass; three additional Top caps; three additional Bottom 
caps; one additional Spacer; one Hammock Hideaway; and one Penthouse Canopy. 
 
(NOTE: Below images not to scale) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
ASSEMBLY: Using a combination of basic assembly steps along with advanced techniques, the 
Kitty’scape can be assembled in countless ways.  Building the structure can be fun and it is easy to 
experiment with different configurations. We suggest familiarizing yourself with the parts and basic 
techniques before building a full structure.  Helpful videos can also be found on our website. 
 
Basic Assembly Steps:  

1) Attach columns to the Base platform – start by placing 
a Bottom cap (take care not to confuse with Top cap) 
under a hole with the male threaded portion centered in 
the hole, then mate to the female threaded portion of a 
column and twist by hand until tight; repeat with other 
Bottom caps and columns (see image at right). 

2) Add a platform by positioning the platform holes over 
the male threaded sections on the assembled columns 

3) Connect new columns through this platform to the 
columns in the first level by mating male and female 
thread sections and twist to tighten. 

4) Continue with remaining columns and platforms and 
finish with the Penthouse platform.  Two Top caps fit in  
the floor of the Penthouse to attach to the columns below– tighten these with the Wrench tool. 

5) For columns that support a platform but have no column above them, finish with a Top cap and 
tighten with the Wrench by aligning the “fins” on the Wrench with the “slots” on the Top cap. 

6) Accessories can be attached at various locations, as desired. 
 
Advanced Assembly Suggestions: 

7) The holes in the platforms are designed to allow the 
platforms to be oriented in different positions.  For 
greater variety, place platforms at different angles so 
they only overlap partially (an overhead view of this 
concept is shown at right). 

8) By following the strategy in step 7) above, the platform 
just above the Base platform can be placed so that one 
or more holes are not positioned directly over the Base 
platform.  It is still possible to support these 
“overhanging” platform sections by installing a column 
that rests on the floor - in this case, attach a Spacer and 
Bottom cap to the bottom of the column.  However, 
always have at least two columns mounted to the Base 
Platform to maintain adequate stability of the structure. 

9) Two Short Columns can be combined with a Spacer 
between to match the length of a Long Column. 

10)  By using different combinations of Short columns, Long columns or even by combining columns, 
the platforms can be placed  closer together or further apart. 

11)  It is not necessary to attach a column to every hole on a platform.  Empty holes can be “filled” by 
connecting a Bottom cap to a Top cap through the hole. 

12)  It is possible to have a column start on an upper platform even if no column is below it – in this 
case, place a Bottom cap under the platform and attach column as in step 1) above. 

13)  It is also possible for columns to terminate in space with no platform above – in this case, finish the 
top of the column by adding a Spacer and Top cap. 

14)  Some designs will not use all available parts in the kit. 
15)  Store the Wrench under the Penthouse platform by sliding Wrench over the molded pegs.  

 



 
 
Teaser Toy Assembly: The Toy Mount is best installed on an Oval or Half-oval platform with a column or 
Top cap (if no column is to be installed in that hole) holding it in place.  The Teaser Toy wand has a special 
plug-end that fits into the Toy Mount so the Toy can be left in place for cats to play by themselves, or 
removed for interactive play with family members. 
 
Hammock Hideaway Assembly (included in Deluxe Kit only): The Hideaway attaches to an Oval platform 
as follows:  Lay the Hideway on a flat surface with the zippered panel facing up.  Open the zipper and 
remove the plush-covered hardboard floor.  Insert an Oval platform into the fabric shell then insert the 
hardboard floor with the plush facing down.  Close the zipper, flip the Hideaway over and lift by holding 
the Oval platform.  Position over any assembled columns (minimum of three) on your structure and lower 
until the holes of the Oval platform align over the columns (see Figs 1 & 2).  Continue building to achieve 
your desired playscape design. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
Penthouse Canopy Assembly (included in Deluxe 
Kit only): The Canopy attaches to the Penthouse 
platform as follows:  Make sure the original 
cushioned cover that was provided with the 
Penthouse is installed.  Find four small holes in 
the cushioned cover that align with four holes in 
the rim of the Penthouse.  Insert the two wire 
hoops into the provided holes so the wires bend 
toward the outer edges of the Penthouse (see 
image).  Finally, stretch the fabric outer shell over 
the wire hoops so the elastic fabric edge is under 
the outside rim of the Penthouse and the hole in 
the side of the Canopy is centered between the 
two wire hoops. 
 
 



 

 
 
 
Safety Observations: 

 A minimum of three columns should support each platform, except for the Penthouse which should 
have two column supports 

 Check to make sure all connections are tight and the structure is rigid before use 
 Periodically re-check structure to make sure all connections are tight and rigid 
 ABSOLUTELY no human play 
 Be careful not to make the structure lopsided as it can have the potential of falling over with cats on 

it – test to make sure the overall structure is stable before letting cats play 
 
 
Cleaning:  Plastic pieces can be wiped clean with household cleaner.  Fabric pieces should be hand-washed 
only and line dried.  Wood pieces can be cleaned with wood polish.  Do not allow wood pieces or the 
hardboard floor of the Hammock Hideaway to become wet. 
 
Warranty:  The Kitty’scape is warranted to be free from defects in materials or workmanship for a period of 
one (1) year from the date of purchase.  This does not include natural wear-and-tear such as to scratching 
surfaces.  A copy of the original sales receipt is required for warranty issues. 
 
Check out the entire Kitty’scape lineup of add-ons and accessories, along with helpful 
videos and construction ideas, on our website at www.solvitproducts.com. 
 
 
Solvit Products is dedicated to offering innovative solutions to improve pets’ quality of life.  Please feel 
free to contact us with and questions, comments, or warranty issues.  Thank you for your purchase! 
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